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Abstract 
Haviland, J. and A. Thomason, On testing the ‘pseudo-randomness’ of a hypergraph, Discrete 
Mathematics 103 (1992) 321-327. 
By Haviland and Thomason (1989) a definition for a pseudo-random hypergraph was proposed, 
and the resemblance between these pseudo-random hypergraphs and random hypergraphs was 
explored. Moreover, a sufficient condition was given for a hypergraph to be pseudo-random 
according to this definition. Here we show that a weaker condition suffices, and give a short 
proof. We also report a number of examples which show that the resemblance of pseudo- 
random hypergraphs to random hypergraphs is much less marked than the analogous 
comparison in the case of graphs. The examples are easily verified by means of the theorem 
presented here. 
1. Introduction 
The success of the application of the methods of random graphs to many 
different problems has led to a study of graphs not generated randomly, but 
which possess certain desirable properties of random graphs. In [ll], in an 
attempt to describe these graphs with ‘pseudo-random’ properties, it was 
suggested a graph G be called (p, cu)-jumbled if every induced subgraph H of G 
satisfies 
where p and C-Y are real numbers satisfying 0 <p < 1 c a; and e(H) is the number 
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of edges in ITI. The reasons for taking this definition, and its consequences, are 
explained in [lo, 111. In [6] the natural extension of the definition to r-uniform 
hypergraphs, obtained by replacing (‘7’) by (I:‘), was explored, and it was shown 
that if a = o(]G]‘-‘), a (p, cu)-jumbled r-uniform hypergraph G may be con- 
sidered in some ways pseudo-random. 
One of the basic properties of a random hypergraph, which one would hope to 
hold also for pseudo-random hypergraphs of (large) order IZ, is that the number 
of induced subgraphs isomorphic to some fixed hypergraph H of order k is the 
same as that in a random hypergraph, namely 
(1 + o(l))( ,)P(? 
where p is the edge probability. Though our definition has this consequence in the 
case of graphs (r = 2), as proved in [lo], the same is not true for r > 3, as 
reported in the final section. 
An alternative approach to the study of pseudo-random graphs was given by 
Chung, Graham and Wilson in [2], in which they consider a number of different 
properties enjoyed by almost all graphs (that is, p = 4), such that if a graph has 
any one of them, it has them all. One of these properties is exactly that described 
in the previous paragraph. The first two authors have extended this work to 
hypergraphs in [l], and so obtain conditions equivalent to the above property. 
Their conditions, some of which are strikingly weak, are nevertheless necessarily 
stronger than the one we use. We do not expand further on these matters in this 
note, which should be seen as an appendix to [6]. Our purpose is to offer a 
stronger and more natural version of one of the two main theorems of [6], albeit 
with a very much shorter proof. 
2. A sufficient condition 
In [6], the following method was presented for establishing whether a 
hypergraph G is (p, a)-jumbled, without having to check every induced H G G. 
Given a set X, let X@) denote {Y cx; lY] = t}. We shall say that o E V(G)“-” 
and x E V(G) are neighbours if o U {x} E E(G). 
Proposition [6]. Let n and r be integers, r s2r-3sn, andlet621, pandp<l 
be positive real numbers. Zf G is an r-uniform hypergraph of order n with no pair 
of vertices having more than (p” + p)(:I:) common neighbours, and with the 
number of neighbours of each (r - 1)-set lying in the range {p(n - r + l), 
p(n - r + 1) + S}, then G is (p, a)-jumbled, where 
&+-3 [p(l -p) + p(n -r) + lOS(p + d/n)]. 
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We now state and prove a theorem which improves upon the proposition in 
three ways: we require a lower bound only on the number of neighbours of a 
vertex, no upper bound is needed, and the resulting bound on (Y is smaller. 
Furthermore, the proof is considerably shorter, being based on the case r = 2 
given in [9]. 
Theorem. Let n and r be integers, 2 S r c n, and let p, u 3 0 be real numbers. Let 
G be an r-uniform hypergraph of order n with each vertex having at least p(, !! ,) 
neighbours, and no pair of vertices having more than (p” + u)(,!! 1) common 
neighbours. Then, for every induced subgraph H of G, we have 
where 
r~=~(!~~)+(~(!~~)(r~l)[p(l+2p(r-2))+pIHll)’~ 
Here E = 1 ifp(lH] -r + 1) -=c f, and E = 0 ifp(lH( - r + 1) 2 4. In particular, 
G is (p, (2/r!)n’-s[p + 2p2(r - 2) + pun + n-‘]J)-jumbled. 
Proof. For any induced subgraph H of G and r E V(G)“‘, we shall write d”(t), 
the degree of t in H, for I{p E V(H)“-“; p U t E E(G)}I. If H = G the subscript 
may be omitted, and if x is a vertex, d&x) will stand for dn({x}). We denote by 
e,(H) the set {a E E(G); 10 II V(H)1 = i}. 
Now let H be a fixed induced subgraph of G or order k. We shall assume r s k, 
otherwise the result is trivial. Let N = (r !! 1), K = (r k 1) and d = K-‘C d,(a), the 
sum being over all o E V(H)“-“. Note e,(H) = e(H) = Kd/r. By summing du(o) 
for all o E V(G)“-“, we have 
C 
osv(G)(~-'1 
440) = IZ? k(H) = veZHj d(v) 2 @NJ 
j=O 
so 
c d,(a) = Kd and c d,(a) 2 kpN - Kd. (1) 
oev(H)+‘) ogV(H)(‘-‘) 
Now, since every pair of vertices in G has at most (p” + u)N common 
neighbours, then summing over all pairs of vertices in H, we have (provided 
kpN 3 Kd) 
0 ; (p” + pINa y&-ll(dHZ(u)) + oev~ ,.-,,(dH3 
2 K( ;) + (N - K)( 
(kpN - Kd)/(N - K) 
2 
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Multiplying through by 2(N - K)INK and rearranging as a quadratic in d gives 
(d -pk)*~ k(N - K)K-‘[p(l -p) + p(k - l)], 
and so 
[d -p(k - r + l)]” s k(N - K)K-‘[p(l -p) + ,u(k - l)] 
+ 2p(t - l)(d - pk) + p2(r - l)* 
c kNK-‘(p -p* + pk) 
+p[ - (k -pk) + 2(r - l)(d - pk)] + p2(r - 1)’ as p 2 0 
c kNK-‘(p -p* + pk) + (2r - 3)pd 
-p2k(2r - 3) + p2(r - 1)2 asdsk 
G kNK-‘[p(l + 2p(r - 2)) + pk], 
because d CpkNIK and r s k. Since ]e(H) -p(f)12 = (Klr)*[d -p(k - r + l)]‘, 
this gives the result claimed. 
We must now check the result in the case kpN < Kd. Since C d,(a) 20 for 
o 4 V(H)“-“, inequalities (1) and (2) give 
d s (k(k - l)(p* + p)NK-’ + 4); + $. (3) 
Our aim is to show Jd -p(k - r + l)] crcuk/K, and as d >pkN/K spk, this 
means we must show d S p(k - r + 1) + rcuklK. Thus by (3) it is enough to 
demonstrate that 
(k(k - l)(p* + p)NK-’ + 4); cp(k -r + 1) + rmkK_’ - 4. 
Squaring both sides, multiplying through by K, and noting that p(k - r + 1) + E 
2 4, this is equivalent to proving 
p[p(k - r + 1) - l][kN - (k - r + l)K] -p*k(r - 2)N - ,ukN 
d [2p(k - r + 1) + 2.5~ - l](kNK[p(l + 2p(r - 2)) + ,uk])f + 2&Kp(k - r + 1). 
This is easily seen to hold if p(k - r + 1) < 1, the left-hand side being negative 
and the right-hand side positive. Otherwise 2p(k - r + 1) - 1 >p(k - r + 1) and 
hence E = 0, so it suffices to show 
p[kN - (k -r + l)K] s (kNK[p(l + 2p(r - 2)) + pk])f. 
Now from (3) and the inequalities d >pkNIK > 1, we have 
,uK(k - 1) >p*kN -pK -p2(k - l)K. 
Therefore we need only verify 
p[kN - (k - r + l)K] Cp(kN[kN - [(k - r + 1) - (r - 2)]K])“, 
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and this is clearly true. 
Finally, observe that for all values of IHI, we have 
r!a < nr-2 + nr-=[p + 2&r - 2) + /Mr]i 
< 2n’-3’Q.J + 2&r - 2) + pn + n-‘If, 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
The method of proof of the theorem suggests a stronger result (i.e., a smaller 
bound on a) which might be obtained by beginning with a lower bound on d(t) 
for r E V(G)“’ and an upper bound on the number of common neighbours of any 
two t-tuples, for some t > 1. The natural conditions to require would be that 
d(t) ~=p(~“_~) and that no two t-tuples have more than (p’+ p)(?!!J common 
neighbours. However, the adapted proof then gives a bound on (Y of order no 
better than p&‘-‘; since under these conditions p has order at least .-I (the 
constraint d(r) ~p(~ 1,) forces a lower bound on the average number of common 
neighbours of two t-tuples), this is no improvement. Can we recover something 
by a more elaborate upper bound on the number of common neighbours of two 
t-tuples, taking into account the size of their intersection? The sharpest bound we 
could impose would be (p’ + p)(” ;?:i) for two t-tuples which intersect in i 
vertices, along with d(r) sp(:_:) f or all t (equality is achieved by the complete 
hypergraph when p = 1, y = 0). Unfortunately, even under these constraints, the 
bound obtained on LY (after very tiresome calculation) is once more of order at 
least n’-’ + p&-l. Th us the case t > 2 is no improvement on t = 2, and we still 
need p = o(n-‘) to make a gain. As we have no examples to which such a 
theorem could be applied, we content ourselves with the theorem given, which 
was both clean to state and easy to prove. 
For any (p, cu)-jumbled hypergraph G, (~#o(pf(l -p)+ lGl(r-1)‘2); this fact is 
proved for general p in [5], modelled on the case p = 4 which was considered by 
Erd6s and Spencer in [3]. It is interesting to note that the theorem never enables 
us to show a hypergraph of order it is (p, O(pf(1 -p)&(‘-‘I’“))-jumbled if r 2 3; 
the best it afforts is (p, O(pb~-~‘~ ))-jumbled. This is a marked difference from 
the case r = 2. 
3. Examples 
As mentioned in the introduction, for r 23, (p, &)-jumbled r-uniform hyper- 
graphs of order 12, even with a= o(n’-‘), fail to have one of the most basic 
properties of almost all hypergraphs, namely that for any fixed hypergraph H of 
order k the number of induced subgraphs isomorphic to H is (1 + o(l))(;)p(r). 
Examples to show this were proved in [6]. 
It has been kindly pointed out by Graham, Kohayakawa and Spencer that our 
examples were needlessly complicated, at least for some values of p, and indeed a 
simpler example was given by Rod1 [7] somewhat earlier. Given the vertex set 
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v= (1,. . . ) n}, select at random a bipartition v! U Vf of (1, . . . , i - l} for each 
i, 3 < i =G n. Let G be the 3-uniform hypergraph on V with edge set {{i, j, k} ; 
j E Vi’ and k E Vf}. Clearly G contains no complete subgraph of order 4, and it is 
easly to check that G is (4, o(n2))-jumbled. 
Ftiredi (as quoted by Frank1 and Rod1 in [4]) offers another example. Take a 
random tournament on IZ vertices. The 3-uniform hypergraph G on the same 
vertex set has as edges those triples spanning a cyclic subtournament. This graph 
is (1, o(n2))-jumbled, and again G contains no complete subgraph of order 4. 
Other interesting constructions appear in [4]. 
Chung and Graham [l] take a random (k - 1)-uniform hypergraph on IZ 
vertices, construct a k-uniform hypergraph G on the same vertex set by choosing 
as edges those k-tuples spanning an even number of edges of the random 
(k - 1)-uniform hypergraph, and prove that G will almost surely be (1, o(n”-‘))- 
jumbled. Note that for the case k = 3, G contains no subgraph of order 4 with 
exactly 3 edges; Spencer [S] shows that such a hypergraph will almost surely be 
(1, o(n!))-jumbled (in fact he proves a sharper result). 
All these hypergraphs can be shown to be (p, O(nl log n))-jumbled using the 
above theorem, by modelling the proof of Theorem 10 in [6]. Chung and 
Graham’s example is the only one given in a generalised form; the others have no 
obvious (to us) generalisation to the case r > 3. However, this does not matter. 
For suppose we have a sequence F1, F2, . . . of (r - 1)-uniform hypergraphs, such 
that F’ has vertex set (1, . . . , i}, which is (p, Cz “-y)-jumbled for some constant 
C, and contains no complete subgraph of order r. In a manner similar to Rodl’s 
construction, let G have vertex set (1, . . . , n} and edge set {{i} U a; u E 
E(F’-‘)}. If H is an induced subgraph of G, and Hi denotes the (r - 1)-uniform 
hypergraph induced on V(H) n V(F’-‘) by F’-‘, then 
e(H)= c e(H’), 
ieV(H) 
from which it easily follows that G is (p, Cn’-j)-jumbled. Clearly though, G 
has no complete subgraph of order r + 1. Thus the examples for r = 3 readily 
yield ones for r > 3. 
Note added in proof. Chung and Graham have obtained a description for 
quasi-random hypergraphs which does not suffer from the drawback discussed in 
Section 3. 
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